Suzuki z400 hp

This bike brings the DR platform to a city-first motorcycle. The bike gets a liquid-cooled
single-cylinder engine with a carburetor and a displacement of cc. The engine makes 39 hp and
26 lb-ft of torque, and it is mated to a five-speed manual transmission. From Suzuki. Key
Features. SuperMoto boasts fully adjustable MX-style suspension plus high-grip sportbike tires
on strong spoke wheels featuring anodized, aluminum Excel rims. Engine Features. Compact,
four-valve cylinder head has 36mm intake valves, 29mm exhaust valves, narrow degree
included valve angle, and shim-under-bucket valve adjustment system. Simple electric starting
is powered via a lightweight starter motor with an automatic mechanical decompression
system. SCEM-plated cylinder nickel-silicon-phosphorus is lighter and more durable than an
iron liner and has excellent heat transfer properties. Forged aluminum piston is 10 percent
lighter than a cast piston and receives additional oil-cooling through a crankcase oil jet. The use
of a PAIR air supply system to the exhaust helps the motorcycle achieve emissions compliance
without affecting performance. Thermostatically-controlled cooling fan mounted to the left
radiator helps maintain consistent operating temperature in traffic. Transmission Features.
Compact, five-speed transmission utilizes a cable-operated clutch with a separate magnesium
outer cover for simplified clutch maintenance. Chassis Features. Strong braking performance is
supplied by a front disc brake with a large mm floating-type rotor and dual-piston caliper, plus a
mm rear disc brake with single-piston caliper. Renthal tapered aluminum handlebar has an
aggressive look, reduces vibration, and has a great bend for spirited riding. Chrome-moly steel
frame tuned for Supermotard style riding is torsionally strong with minimal weight. The
backbone tube, front down tube, and steering head gussets form the dry-sump engine oil tank.
A bolt-on aluminum sub-frame helps reduce weight, simplify maintenance, and contribute to the
trim rear fender appearance. Front and rear axle sliders, and special designed mirrors that
rotate, help protect against damage in the case of a tip-over. Electrical Features. Electrical
systems, including the easy-push button starter, are powered by a compact, 6. Additional
Features. A variety of Genuine Suzuki Accessories for DR-ZSM owners are available, including a
low-profile seat, cargo rack, handguard set, and a large selection of Suzuki logo apparel. About
the author Wade Thiel Wade Thiel divides his time between motorcycles, cars, and the
outdoors. He lives in Indianapolis, Indiana, and tries not to let the cold winter months get him
down too much. Your email address will not be published. Sign Up Today Get all the best
motorcycle news, reviews and deals delivered to your inbox weekly. Seat height: 35 in. Versatile
and strong, cc, DOHC, liquid-cooled, dry-sump engine has push-button starting. Lightweight,
cc, DOHC, liquid-cooled, dry-sump engine produces strong, tractable power. The left side body
cover has quick-release fasteners for easy access to the air filter. Low-maintenance, long-life,
sealed O-ring type drive chain produces minimal sounds when riding. About the author.
January 26, Leave a reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Model Year
Motorcycles. Find A Product Search for:. Reliable and unbiased advice here. Make Smart
Decisions Product Buying Guides In-depth guides to help riders understand what to look for,
how to weigh options and make good buying decisions. This website uses cookies to ensure
you get the best experience on our website. By continuing to use this site you agree to these
cookies. Learn More. Okay, thanks. The Suzuki DR-ZS is a dual-sport motorcycle that is a
fantastic bike for both on and off-road situations. The bike looks far more like a dirtbike and
acts like one, too. However, it does have some good on-road manners. The bike gets a
liquid-cooled single-cylinder engine with a carburetor and a displacement of cc. The engine
makes 39 hp and 26 lb-ft of torque, and it is mated to a five-speed manual transmission. The
DR-ZS is a bike built for multiple environments. From Suzuki. Engine Features. Simple electric
starting via a lightweight starter motor with an automatic mechanical decompression system. A
compact design, cc, DOHC, liquid-cooled, dry-sump engine produces strong low-rpm power.
Forged aluminum piston is 10 percent lighter than a cast piston and receives additional
oil-cooling through a crankcase oil jet. The use of a PAIR air supply system to the exhaust helps
the motorcycle achieve emissions compliance without affecting performance.
Thermostatically-controlled cooling fan mounted to the left radiator helps maintain consistent
operating temperature. Transmission Features. Compact, five-speed transmission utilizes a
cable-operated clutch with a separate magnesium outer cover for simplified clutch
maintenance. Chassis Features. A narrow frame combines thin chrome-moly steel tubes for
exceptional torsional rigidity with minimal weight. The backbone tube, front down tube, and
steering head gussets form the dry-sump engine oil tank. A bolt-on aluminum sub-frame helps
reduce weight and simplify maintenance. Long travel Rear shock absorber features Spoke-style
inch front and inch rear wheels with new blacked-out aluminum rims are fitted with Dunlop D
dual-purpose tires. The wheels are sized perfectly to accept popular dual sport tires and are set
up to accept rim-locks when a more aggressive tread pattern is used. Sure stopping power is
supplied by a mm front disc with a dual-piston caliper and a mm rear disc brake with a

single-piston caliper. Electrical Features. Electric start system provides convenient operation
and features a lightweight starter motor and a compact, 6. Additional Features. About the author
Wade Thiel Wade Thiel divides his time between motorcycles, cars, and the outdoors. He lives
in Indianapolis, Indiana, and tries not to let the cold winter months get him down too much.
Your email address will not be published. Sign Up Today Get all the best motorcycle news,
reviews and deals delivered to your inbox weekly. Seat height: The left side body cover has
quick-release fasteners for easy access to the air filter. Low-maintenance, long-life sealed
O-ring type drive chain produces minimal sounds when riding. Special design mirrors rotate to
avoid damage in case of impact. Genuine Suzuki Accessories include a low-profile seat, cargo
rack, handguard set, and more. About the author. No Comment Leave a reply Cancel reply Your
email address will not be published. Model Year Motorcycles. Find A Product Search for:.
Reliable and unbiased advice here. Make Smart Decisions Product Buying Guides In-depth
guides to help riders understand what to look for, how to weigh options and make good buying
decisions. This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our website. By
continuing to use this site you agree to these cookies. Learn More. Okay, thanks. Honestly,
most dual-sport bikes lean one way or the other and the manufacturer will offer a street-oriented
version and a dirt-oriented version of the same bike, maybe a difference in riding modes, with
and without skid plates, with and without hand guards, et al. Both are capable on and off-road ,
but setups and components kinda orient it one way or the other. Suzuki is no different here and
knowing what you want to do with the bike makes the decision for you on which model to get
without having to blow the budget in the accessories catalog. Do you need them? Suzuki starts
off with thin-walled tubing made from a chromium-molybdenum alloy meant to keep things
strong enough to handle the stresses placed on them by vigorous dual-sport activities while
keeping things light enough for you to handle. While this is cute and all, I question the wisdom.
This may not matter much on the streets, but it could be a serious problem if it happens when
traipsing hither and yon across hill and dale. The single downtube turns into a double cradle
with a small skidplate to protect the engine cases from terrain strikes and brush, and a bolt-up,
aluminum subframe to keep the tail section light as well. Both the S and SM models are
dual-sports, but rather than compromise and target the middle of the spectrum, Suzuki aimed
for just left and right of center as it were. The S model serves as the more dirt-tastic of the two,
with the SM as its street-wise sibling, an assertion easily backed up by the pertinent metrics.
The DR-ZS suspension pushes into true dirt bike territory on 49 mm forks with An aluminum
swingarm with a progressive-link monoshock takes care of the back, and while the rear comes
with even more travel at A twin-pot caliper binds the front disc, and a single-pot handles the
rear. Set up to minimize unsprung weight and maximize torsional resistance, the usd Showa
front forks feature adjustable compression and rebound damping, and a low-friction alumite
coating on the tubes. The tapered aluminum swingarm brings more weight savings to the table,
and it rides on a monoshock with high- and low-speed compression damper adjustment. While
it gets the laced-wheel treatment as well, the SM rolls on gold-anodized, inch rims front and
rear. Brake disc diameter likewise comes set up to take advantage of the greater traction on the
blacktop with a mm and mm disc, front and rear, respectively. Suzuki powers the pair with a
liquid-cooled, cc thumper, and uses a shim-under-bucket, DOHC system to actuate the four
valve heads. Just something to remember if you do your own maintenance. That said, the 38
mm intake and 29 mm exhaust valves are large enough to really open up the combustion
chamber and let the little engine breathe, and an automatic, mechanical decompression feature
bleeds off some pressure to give the electric starter a break. In the end, a five-speed,
constant-mesh gearbox and tough, O-ring chain drive sends the power to the rear wheel.
Available in Solid Special White No. Husky offers two dial sport bikes that fit my criteria of what
I consider a to cc dual sport: the FE S and the FE S, dual-sport versions of their popular
four-stroke enduro bikes, the FE and FE Visually, the DR-ZS carries a more dual-sportish look
and stance than the FEs, which have a typical enduro look â€” just a dirt bike with mirrors and
lights. The Suzuki carries a gentle swale in the top lines, and I suppose the Huskies do too,
difference being the rise on the fuel tank gives the DR-Z its shape, while the seat alone seems to
do it for Husky. Beyond that, meh, what can you say? Now for the lumps. The FE S comes out a
skosh bigger at Both run chain drives, but again Husky goes for broke with a six-speed gearbox
and damped-diaphragm clutch versus the five speed Suzuki transmixxer. Husky definitely has
the upper hand with more techno alphabet soup, which is reflected in the price. Even looking at
the FE S, the price is still a wide gap. The will set you back just a little less than the FE S. If your
goal is some casual fun in the dirt and you like to tinker with your stuff without needing
expensive diagnostic equipment, the DR-ZS might be your Huckleberry. Read our full review of
the Husqvarna FE S. I like the big adventure bikes , truly I do, but these kind of bikes do little for
me. Not capable enough for a manly-man trip across the desert or mountains, and not really

different enough from the available enduros and dirt bikes to really blip my radar. If you need to
scoot up the road a short way to get to your favorite trails, the DR-ZS is a good choice. I mean, it
is road worthy enough, but not comfort-wise. Read more Suzuki news. All images featured on
this website are copyrighted to their respective rightful owners. No infringement is intended.
Image Source: suzukicycles. Knowing what you want to do with the bike makes the decision for
you on which model to get without having to blow the budget in the accessories catalog. You
can limp home on a cracked frame, been there-done that, but not if it vents your engine's
lifeblood onto the ground in the process. As a mechanic, I feel compelled to mention the
shim-under method of valve adjustment is my least favorite of the available evils, and I know I'm
not alone. The DR-ZS is a capable off-road machine that doesn't compromise its road
worthiness as much as some of the others. Allyn Hinton. Writer and Associate Motorcycle
Editor - allyn topspeed. If it had moving parts, it had Allyn's interest from a very early age. At
age 11 when bicycles were too simple to hold her interest any longer, her father found her
taking apart the lawn mower. Having shared her love of motorcycles with her now husband,
biker TJ Hinton, Allyn brings that love and knowledge to TopSpeed as writer and associate
motorcycle editor. Read More. Related Articles. What do you think? Motorcycle Finder:. Suzuki
DR. Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job. The Z
provides ample four-wheel fun for the experienced rider. Key features of the Suzuki Quadsport z
include aggressive bodywork with high fenders and specially designed air intake vents to
improve airflow to the radiator. The Suzuki ATV also sported a distinctive color pattern, blue
and yellow white also available , and a lot of optional high performance aftermarket Z parts were
available. The Suzuki QuadSport Z all-terrain vehicle is manufactured by Suzuki and is designed
for riders 16 years of age or older. Suzuki z top speed is 70 MPH. Higher speeds can be attained
after installing high performance parts however 70 MPH is the stock speed rating. Several
factors greatly affect speed such as condition and tuning of the engine, altitude and wind
conditions. Suzuki believes strongly in safety and offers to pay for rider training courses to
anyone 16 years or older wanting to take them. They refer riders to a local Suzuki dealer and
arrange for the classes to be taken, very few other types of products can say that about a
manufacturer. Some manufacturer data sheets specify 0w40 which works just as well but the
general consensus is that, in warmer climates especially, 10w40 is the way to go. Fully synthetic
oil is not required unless high performance parts have upgraded the power output of your z or if
it has already switched to synthetic. ATV value is dependent on condition, age and upgrades if
any. Will Suzuki ever produce another Z model? I hope you found this Suzuki LTZ quad review
helpful. The Suzuki LTZ all-terrain vehicle weighs lbs Several marketplaces carry z quad parts.
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